Settlement Name: Spixworth and Crostwick cluster
Settlement
Spixworth and Crostwick form a cluster in the emerging
Hierarchy:
Greater Norwich Local Plan. The Towards a Strategy
document identifies that 2,000 dwellings in total should be
provided between all the village clusters. Services and
facilities include a primary school, village hall, shop, pub and
doctor’s surgery.
Spixworth has a neighbourhood area designated and the
parish council is working on an emerging neighbourhood
plan (at time of writing). Any applications that are submitted
for development within the parish should take into account
the emerging neighbourhood plan for the area, in line with
paragraph 48 of the National Planning Policy Framework’).
The current capacity of Spixworth Infant School is Amber.
The site is landlocked. There may be expansion
opportunities but small growth may not be enough to justify
this. Development of around 20-50 dwellings is sought
unless larger growth could realise expansion opportunities
for the school.
At the base date of the plan there are no residential
allocations to be carried forward and 27 dwellings with
planning permission

STAGE 1 – LIST OF SITES PROMOTED IN THE SETTLEMENT
LIST OF SITES TO BE CONSIDERED FOR RESIDENTIAL/MIXED USE
ALLOCATION (0.5 HECTARES OR LARGER)
Address
Land off North Walsham
Road
Total area of land

Site
Reference
Crostwick
GNLP0467 *

Area (ha)

Proposal

6.20

100 dwellings

6.20

LIST OF SITES TO BE CONSIDERED AS SETTLEMENT BOUNDARY
EXTENSIONS (SETTLEMENT BOUNDARY PROPOSALS AND SITES LESS
THAN 0.5 HECTARES)
Address

Site
Reference

Area (ha)

Proposal

None
(Sites of less than 0.5ha are not considered suitable for allocation and therefore
have not been assessed in this booklet. These sites will be considered as part of a
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reappraisal of settlement boundaries to be published with the Regulation 19
Submission version of the Plan).
LIST OF SITES SUBMITTED FOR OTHER USES
Address

Site
Reference

Area (ha)

Proposal

None
(Sites submitted for other uses are considered in separate ‘Non-Residential’ Site
Assessment booklets and therefore have not been assessed in this booklet).
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GNLP0467
Amber
Amber
Amber
Green

Site
Reference

Green
Green
Green
Green
Green
Amber
Green

Crostwick
Green

Compatibility with
neighbouring uses

Categories

Transport &
Roads

Open Space and
GI

Historic
environment

Biodiversity &
Geodiversity

Sensitive
townscapes

Significant
landscapes

Market
attractiveness

Flood Risk

Contamination/
ground stability

Utilities
Infrastructure

Utilities Capacity

Access to
services

Site access

STAGE 2 – HELAA COMPARISON TABLE

RESIDENTIAL/MIXED USE

Amber
Amber
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STAGE 3 – SUMMARY OF CONSULTATION COMMENTS
Site
Reference

Comments
Crostwick

GNLP0467 General comments:
The B1150 has increasing traffic with additional pressure from the
NDR. There are infrastructure issues in Spixworth, particularly at the
medical practice.

STAGE 4 – DISCUSSION OF SUBMITTED SITES
In this section sites are assessed in order to establish whether they are
suitable for allocation. For the purposes of Sustainability Appraisal, suitable
sites are those which are considered to be Reasonable Alternatives. Sites not
considered suitable for allocation are not realistic options and therefore are
not considered to be reasonable alternatives. The discussion below outlines
the reasons why a site has been deemed suitable or unsuitable for allocation.
By association this is also the outline of the reasons why a site was deemed to
be a reasonable or unreasonable alternative.
A range of factors have been taken into account to establish whether a site
should, or should not, be considered suitable for allocation. These factors
include: impact on heritage and landscape; impact on the form and character
of the settlement; relationship to services and facilities; environmental
concerns, including flood risk; and, in particular, a safe walking route to a
primary school. Sites which do not have a safe walking route to school, or
where a safe walking route cannot be created will not be considered suitable
for allocation.
Conclusions in regard to a sites performance against the relevant factors have
also been informed by the outcomes of the HELAA, as set out under stage 2,
consultation responses received, as summarised in stage 3, and other relevant
evidence
One site is promoted for development adjacent to the built-up area of Spixworth but
within the parish of Crostwick. Site GNLP0467 (6.2ha) is adjacent to existing
development and the recently complete housing allocation SP1. Whilst being over 1
km to the school, the site is accessible and well-related to some facilities like the
shop and village hall. Constraints to consider are to do with the access onto the
B1150 and potential traffic impact, utilities capacity, and ecological impacts
associated to nearby County Wildlife Sites. In conclusion, the site is appropriate to
be shortlisted for further consideration, although if accessed onto the B1150
connectivity with the rest of the village may be difficult.
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STAGE 5 – SHORTLIST OF REASONABLE ALTERNATIVE SITES FOR
FURTHER ASSESSMENT
Based on the assessment undertaken at stage 4 above the following sites are
considered to be reasonable alternatives.
Address
Land off North Walsham
Road
Total area of land

Site
Reference
Crostwick
GNLP0467

Area (ha)

Proposal

6.20

Residential
development of
100 dwellings

6.20
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STAGE 6 – DETAILED SITE ASSESSMENTS OF REASONABLE ALTERNATIVE
SITES
Site Reference:

GNLP0467

Address:

Land off North Walsham Road

Proposal:

Residential development of 100 dwellings

CURRENT USE OF SITE:
Agriculture

BROWNFIELD/GREENFIELD:
Greenfield

CONSTRAINTS IDENTIFIED IN THE HELAA
Amber Constraints in HELAA
Site access, Access to services, Utilities capacity, Biodiversity & geodiversity,
Transport & Roads, Compatibility with neighbouring uses
HELAA Conclusion
This is a greenfield site west of North Walsham Road in Crostwick parish (but
forming an extension to Spixworth) and immediately north of housing allocation
SP1 currently under development. The site is relatively accessible to a range of
core services and facilities including a primary school and GP surgery and is on a
bus route. There are no known constraints from utilities infrastructure,
contamination/ground stability or flood risk. Sewerage infrastructure upgrades
would be required to serve growth in this location. The Broads SAC/SPA is within
3km and Crostwick Marsh SSSI is closer to the site both of which may need
specific mitigation from development, additionally there are two County Wildlife
Sites within 100m and protected species indicated on the adjoining housing
allocation. Development would not result in the loss of any locally protected public
open space but it would lead to the loss of high quality agricultural land (Grade 2).
There would be limited impact on heritage assets and on townscape. Initial
highway evidence has highlighted concerns that the possibility of creating suitable
access to the site is severely constrained and that the site’s remoteness would
lead to increased car dependency. Subject to addressing identified highway and
biodiversity constraints, the site is considered suitable for the land availability
assessment.

FURTHER COMMENTS
Highways
No. Would require access via B1150, related stopping/turning movements would
not be appropriate. Pedestrian facility would need to be provided at B1150. Whilst
development would be located adjacent to existing settlement, access would result
in effective separation, and not conducive to sustainable travel.
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Development Management
Site area exceeds that required for Parish and further consideration required
regarding access and connectivity to existing settlement and services.
Minerals & Waste
No safeguarded mineral resources
Lead Local Flood Authority
Few or no Constraints. Standard information required at a planning stage. RoSFW
mapping indicates that the site is not at risk from surface water flooding. There is
a watercourse shown on mapping within 200m of the site but there is no
connection to it shown on mapping. Given the location of the site at the very edge
of an existing residential area there may not be sewerage connections available.
Therefore, surface water drainage may be reliant on the results of infiltration
testing.

PLANNING HISTORY:
No history

BRIEF SUMMARY OF PLANS/DOCUMENTS PROVIDED WITH THE
SUBMISSION
No additional documents submitted to support this proposal.
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STAGE 7 – SETTLEMENT BASED APPRAISAL OF REASONABLE
ALTERNATIVE SITES AND IDENTIFICATION OF PREFERRED SITE/S (WHERE
APPROPRIATE).
Only one site has been promoted in the Spixworth and Crostwick cluster
(GNLP0467) and this site has been considered to be a reasonable alternative site at
stage five. The site was discussed in detail with Development Management,
Highways, Flood Authority and Children’s Services and their comments are recorded
under stage six above. It was decided that the site was not appropriate for allocation
due to lack of pedestrian access to the school, disconnection from the village and
direct access onto the B1150.
Therefore, there are no preferred sites for allocation to meet the 20-50 dwelling
capacity identified for the cluster. There are however 27 dwellings with planning
permission on small sites.
Preferred Sites:
Address

Site
Reference
Spixworth and Crostwick
NO PREFERRED SITES

Area
(Ha)

Proposal

Reason for allocating

Reasonable Alternative Sites:
Address

Site
Area Promoted
Reference (ha)
for
Spixworth and Crostwick
NO REASONABLE ALTERNATIVE SITES

Comments

Unreasonable Sites:
Address

Site
Area
Reference (ha)
Spixworth and Crostwick
Land off North
GNLP0467 6.20
Walsham Road

Promoted for

Reason considered
to be unreasonable

100 dwellings

This the only site
promoted in the cluster
but it is not considered
to be reasonable for
allocation as direct
vehicular access onto
the B1150 would lead
to a form of
development which is
disconnected from the
rest of the village. In
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Address

Site
Reference

Area
(ha)

Promoted for

Reason considered
to be unreasonable
addition, it does not
seem possible to
provide a safe
pedestrian route to
schools in Spixworth.
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